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2016 Fast Pitch Frenzy Tournament Rainout Policy
The following is the procedure that will be in place, should any portion of the 2016 Fast
Pitch Frenzy Tournament be affected by rainouts or any other natural event that
cannot be controlled by tournament committee members.
1. The tournament committee will make every effort to reschedule any rained out games
in there entirely during the course of the tournament week. The tournament will NOT be
extended into the following week due to the lack of field availability. Should a rainout(s)
occur, teams MUST be flexible and may be required to play on a different field, at a
different time or at another location in McHenry. This year we will be utilizing
Rainedout.com, our rainout hotline (815-334-7246) and our web site,
www.mchenrypigtail.com/Frenzy to keep teams up to date should the weather be
questionable. Rainedout.com is a free service that will text and/or email you with
information as it is updated.
2. If time restraints exist, the tournament committee reserves the right to limit all pool
play and/or Championship games to a 1-hour drop-dead time limit. All final scoring rules
will follow the procedure discussed in the divisional rule exceptions. Every effort will be
made to allow all Championship rounds to be played out in there entirely if time permits.
3. If #1 & #2 noted above are not possible, the tournament committee reserves the right
to offer a refund as a last resort. This decision will be determined solely on the
discretion of the McHenry Pigtail Fast Pitch Frenzy tournament committee. Any team
not receiving the guaranteed number of games due to rainouts or any other
uncontrollable event will receive a refund equal to the registration fee divided by the
number of guaranteed games not played, less an administration fee of $100.00. There
is no refund if rainout dates have been established or if games have been shortened to
a 1-hour drop-dead time limit. Other then above, there are no refunds allowed after the
schedule has been published.

 The McHenry Pigtail Fast Pitch Frenzy tournament committee reserves the right to modify,
change or establish any other policies pertaining to rainouts. They will attempt to handle rainout
situations to the best of their ability keeping in mind the best interest of the tournament,
tournament teams, and their players.

